ABSTRACT The state-of-health (SOH) is a critical parameter to determine the degradation degree of lithiumion batteries, thus plays an important part in energy management problems of electric vehicles (EVs). Due to the estimation dispersion of health indicators, it is difficult to monitor conveniently and robustly the SOH of on-board batteries. In this paper, a health monitoring method for the application of battery management system (BMS) has been presented to solve this issue. First of all, the necessity of multiple indicators (MIs) is demonstrated through the analysis of estimation dispersion of single indicator (SI), and three health indicators are extracted from actual operating conditions of EVs. After that, the mixed membership function (MMF) according to fuzzy logic theory is applied to integrate the estimation effects of different health indicators. Then, the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) using dispersion information of health indicators is introduced to calculate the weight coefficient of each indicator. Finally, the performance and robustness of the proposed method have been verified by numerous experiments. The results indicate the average estimation errors of five tested batteries are less than 3%, and the influences of estimation dispersion are largely eliminated when compared with the SI-based and other MIs-based methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the last decade, EVs have become the inevitable trend of automobile industry because of the unique performance advantage and environment friendly attribute [1] - [3] . Li-ion batteries are gradually considered to be the most promising candidate for power supply in EVs due to the superiority of high energy density, high output voltage, low self-discharge rate and long cycling life [4] , [5] . Health monitoring, as an indispensable function of BMS, plays an important part in ensuring reliable operation and providing evidence for cascade utilization [6] , [7] . However, the convenient and robust estimation of SOH is still a huge challenge. One of the main reasons lies in that the health indicators are difficult to obtain under actual operating conditions of EVs and present notable estimation dispersion [8] .
SOH is influenced remarkably by the degradation degree of batteries. Nevertheless, Li-ion batteries are considered to
The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving it for publication was Bin Zhou. be a sophisticated system with a variety of specific internal electrochemical reactions. The aging process mainly depends on the property changes of electrodes and electrolyte materials during operating conditions [5] , [9] . Many experimental means such as electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), X-ray diffraction (XRD) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) have been introduced to find out the degradation mechanisms of batteries essentially [10] - [12] . However, these electrochemical methods are difficult to meet the demand in practical on-board BMS application due to expensive analytical equipment, complex operating procedure and difficult configuration of key parameters [13] . For this reason, more attentions have been focused on exploring the health indicators to reflect batteries degradation degree through measurable signals like voltage, current and so on.
Prior researches have shown batteries lose their abilities to store energy and deliver/absorb power during the aging process [14] , [15] . But the Reference [16] points out power fading has no significant impact on driving performance of EVs, even when substantial levels of power drop to 30% of initial value. Thus, capacity fading is seen as a more appropriate indicator to describe SOH of batteries. Unfortunately, the static capacity can only be measured through a full discharge of the fully charged battery. It seems unlikely to be realized in the operation scenario of EVs. As a result, many researchers have suggested to determine the capacity fading by employing the correlation between the remaining capacity and other health indicators which are easy to obtain.
Establishing the equivalent circuit model (ECM) of batteries and identifying the specific impedance parameters are the most frequently used way for obtaining health indicators. The increase in ohmic resistance of batteries has been widely used to represent capacity fading [17] , [18] . In addition, the methods to monitor SOH based on diffusion resistance, diffusion capacitor and energy storage capacitor are proposed in Ref. [19] - [21] , respectively. In Reference [8] , the authors have found the solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) resistance seems to be a better choice when compared with ohmic resistance, because it shows a better monotonic correlation with the remaining capacity.
Another workable method for SOH estimation of batteries is the analysis of terminal voltage response under certain excitation. This approach is actually quite similar to the identification of the battery impedance parameters [2] . Previous studies have introduced the health monitoring methods based on terminal voltage response after impulse load [22] , [23] . In Reference [24] , a parameter extracted from open-circuit voltage (OCV) curve is correlated to batteries aging process, thus it can be viewed as the health indicator. Moreover, the concept of entropy in the field of information theory has been introduced for extracting statistical information from batteries charge/discharge test data. The methods based upon sample entropy and multiscale entropy are proposed to determine the SOH and predict the remaining useful life (RUL) in [25] , [26] , respectively.
The relatively complete constant-current (CC) charging curve can be measured in actual operating conditions of EVs. Therefore, some researchers pay attention to searching for characteristic information to represent SOH form these curves. The incremental capacity (IC) and differential voltage (DV) analysis can act as this role and have been extensively used as a laboratory-based approach to investigate the aging mechanisms of batteries [27] - [29] . Take the IC curve for instance, the region of each peak indicates the capacity participating in the relevant process of phase transformation. Consequently, health monitoring can be implemented through observing the evolution of IC curve over the whole life of batteries. Beyond that, a novel SOH estimation method based on group method of data handling is proposed in Reference [30] , where the voltage of CC charging sub-process is applied as the input of estimator.
The methods mentioned above have showed that there are certainly some correlations between the health indicators and remaining capacity, but the capacity fading cannot be determined exactly by considering only a single indicator (SI). This result from the fact that battery inconsistencies have caused the estimation dispersion of SI. Hence, the existing SOH estimators, merely established based on SI, not only probably has limited reference value, but also has poor generalization performance.
In recent years, many researchers have realized the above problems and shifted their focus to the health monitoring method with multiple indicators (MIs). The methods based on MIs, which are extracted from IC curves, are proposed in [31] - [34] , and the most commonly used indicators are the peak position, peak intensity and area of curve. In [35] , four specific health indicators are obtained from CC curves to reflect the phenomenon of capacity fading. In [36] , the health indicators are extracted from voltage response under pulse conditions, and all the possible combination of these indicators are investigated to find out the most effective one to estimate SOH. Furthermore, to integrate the effects of different health indicators, the methods based on empirical fitting, entropy weight coefficient, grey relational analysis and multidimensional look-up table are introduced in [37] - [40] , respectively. These methods can enhance the estimation accuracy and robustness, but pay attention insufficiently to the dispersion information of health indicators. In addition, the most existing methods use merely the indicators with high correlation, which are extracted from the same measurement profile and may be subject to the same interference. Therefore, applicability problem is still exist with these MIs-based SOH estimators.
Aware of the issues discussed above, this paper devotes attention to seek several health indicators, and each of them can easy to obtain from the CC charging curve or load profile. A health monitoring method based on MIs is proposed to eliminate estimation dispersion of SI. This method adopts the mixed membership function (MMI) to integrate different indicators and AHP to calculate the weight coefficients. Through verification of experimental results and comparison of other methods, the effectiveness of the proposed method to eliminate the influences of estimation dispersion has been proved.
The remaining part of this paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 analyzes the estimation dispersion of SI and introduces three potential health indicators. In Section 3, a health monitoring method based on MIs is proposed. The proposed method is verified in Section 4, which is followed by the limitations and conclusion in Section 5 and 6, respectively.
II. HEALTH INDICATORS A. ESTIMATION DISPERSION OF SI
The relationship of five tested batteries between the ohmic resistance and remaining capacity is drawn in Fig. 1 . The black solid line represents the fitting curve with minimum deviation and red dashed lines represent the fitting curves with specified confidence interval. It is apparent from the figure that a specific value of remaining capacity corresponds actually to a wide range of ohmic resistance and vice versa. Therefore, it is impossible to represent the relationship between the two completely through a certain fitting curve. Such consideration leads to the conclusion that there exists obvious estimation dispersion when ohmic resistance is selected as a single health indicator. In addition, the Fig. 1 reflects the dispersion information is contained in the whole area surrounded by two fitting curves with specified confidence interval, which is of significance to determine the degree of importance of different health indicators. Although the above analyses are limited to ohmic resistance, the phenomenon of estimation dispersion has also been found for other health indicators, which can be observed from three selected indicators in following section 2.2. Thus, it is essential to select several health indicators to eliminate the negative influences of estimation dispersion.
B. SELECTION PRINCIPLES
In this paper, there are three key principles to consider before the selection of health indicators. Firstly, each indicator can be obtained conveniently in actual operating conditions of EVs. Secondly, each indicator should exhibit the monotonic correlation with remaining capacity as a whole. Thirdly, the relevance between different indicators is less significant. According to these principles, average transient resistance (ATR), corrected standard deviation (CSD) and partial peak area (PPA) have been selected as health indicators. All three health indicators can be obtained from the CC charging curve or load profile. Fig. 2a∼c present the relationship between three selected indicators and remaining capacity, respectively. The monotonic correlation between each indicator and remaining capacity can be observed clearly from each subgraph. Furthermore, the fitting curves and equations indicate that there are significantly different change rules for different health indicators during the period of capacity fading. The reason behind this is that ATR, CSD and PPA reflect respectively the changes of ohmic resistance, fluctuation degree of voltage response and evolution trend of IC curve, which suggests there is less relevance between three selected indicators. This conclusion can also be proved by comparing the distribution of scatter points of the same battery in the different subgraph. To sum up, all three principles mentioned above have been satisfied. In addition, the three selected indicators have demonstrated the agreeable practicality for the application scenario of EVs, which will be introduced in detail after the each calculation process of them.
C. CALCULATION OF ATR
Li-ion batteries can be described by the Thevenin ECM as shown in Fig. 3 , which includes three parts: the voltage source E, the ohmic resistance R 0 and the parallel RC network [41] , [42] . According to the circuit theory, the terminal voltage V T could be expressed as follows:
where I T is terminal current and V P is polarization voltage across parallel RC network. When shifts in I T occur abruptly, E and V p remain constant, thus the changes of V T depend completely on voltage variation across R 0 . Considering the period of additional voltage change, mainly as a result of R p and C p , is far longer than the 10 Hz sampling interval, the sampling value can be used instead of the actual value of instantaneous voltage and current following a current pulse. Therefore, R 0 can be represented by the transient resistance R T , which can be calculated as follows:
where k and k-1 represent current and previous sample time, respectively. The positive and negative sign represent after and before the change instant of current, respectively. Actually, the modelling uncertainties and measurement errors are inevitably introduced to this open-loop calculation. Therefore, this paper adopts the method that repeats the calculation process for the first 120s load profile, removes the gross errors and averages the results to eliminate measurement error. The formula of ATR is shown as the following:
where M is the total number of effective times when change of I T exceeds the setting threshold in the first 120s load profile. Compared with the identification algorithm of specific impedance, the use of ATR can avoid the shortcoming of computing expensive due to its calculation process only includes a small number of addition and multiplication operation. Furthermore, the convergence and stability of ATR are independent of some specific adjustable parameters. Therefore, for the application scenario of EVs which has a stronger emphasis on the estimation stability, ATR seems a much better option.
D. CALCULATION OF CSD
Under the same excitation, the first 120s load curves with different life cycles are plotted in Fig. 4 . The load curves move to low voltage direction with the increase of life cycles. Note that the starting voltages corresponding to different life cycles are different, which is mainly caused by the slight voltage drop after the constant voltage (CV) step in charging procedure of batteries. This kind of differences are significantly affected by the ohmic resistance that is gradually increasing as the aging of battery, and even have been further enhanced in voltage relaxation process. In addition, the differences between the upper-limit (dashed line) and lowerlimit (dot dash line) voltage for each curve are different. The curve corresponding to a higher aging degree has a greater difference, which illustrates there is a more violent fluctuation. Therefore, the quantification of fluctuation degree can be used to determine the capacity fading of batteries to some extent.
In this paper, the concept of standard deviation is introduced to describe the fluctuation degree of voltage response sequences. The calculation formula of standard deviation σ is regulated as follows:
where u i are the voltage response sequences, N is the length of sequences, andū is the average value of u i . However, standard deviations of voltage response sequences are not exactly comparable when different excitations are applied to batteries. The CSD is proposed to solve this problem, which introduces simultaneously fluctuation information of current sequences. CSD can be obtained as follows:
where the σ V and σ I represent the standard deviations of voltage and current sequences in the same first 120s load profile, respectively. Compared with other health indicators based on voltage response, which mostly require the specific excitation at certain state-of charge (SOC) point, the CSD can be calculated directly through the actual load profile. This is a major advantage for the application scenario of EVs because of avoiding the standardized procedures of pulse test. Moreover, the CSD differs from the previous methods based on information entropy, requires no matrix inversion and is more applicable to the embedded system.
In the calculation process of ATR and CSD, the criteria of first 120s load profile need to be further explained. The two indicators are significantly influenced by the impedance VOLUME 7, 2019 characteristics of batteries, and thus are affected by the range of SOC in the same way. The influences of SOC should be eliminated as far as possible when the ATR and CSD are used as health indicator to describe the capacity fading. Therefore, the first 120s load profile is selected as data acquisition interval to ensure the SOC remain approximately constant and every calculation process are completed at the specific value of 100% SOC after charging process. In addition, the criteria of first 120s load profile can effectively ensure the enough number of load variation to obtain the changes of voltage response. Actually, the criteria of first 120s load profile can also be adjusted according to the actual application scenarios. Fig. 5 shows the terminal voltage curves of CC charging process with different life cycles. The line with higher life cycles always shows a larger slope, which means the time for the same battery charged from the same voltage to the cutoff voltage (4.2V) gradually diminishes while battery health deteriorates. Thus, capacity fading can also be described by extracting effective information from these charging curves.
E. CALCULATION OF PPA
The IC analysis can be used to extract the relevant information of capacity fading. In this study, the IC curves are derived by means of 1/2 C charging curves by the point-counting method [13] . The calculation formula of dQ/dV can be written as:
where I is the charging current, f is the sampling frequency, V is the width of voltage interval, and n is the number of voltage sampling points in the corresponding interval.
The evolution of IC curves with different life cycles are illustrated in Fig. 6 . There is significant drop in the peak region of 3.5∼3.8V, which can be used to indicate the capacity fading of batteries. Considering that it is rarely to fully discharge the batteries in actual application and start charging from such low voltage like 3.5V, the peak region between 3.65V to 3.8V has been selected as the data collection interval. Actually, the performance of PPA to estimate the remaining capacity increase with a larger range of data collection interval. Therefore, there is a trade-off between the performance of PPA and range of data collection voltage. In light of this, the range of data collection interval is not mandatory, and can instead be selected according to the actual situation. Note that the selected interval corresponds to the voltage platform that is the region with the most significant changes in charging curves, as shown in Fig. 5 . Therefore, the PPA can be calculated as follows:
where w is the value of dQ/dV , w i is the discrete values of w corresponding to different voltage interval, and m is the number of voltage intervals in the peak region of 3.65∼3.8V. Compared with other indicators based on IC curves, such as peak intensity and peak position, the PPA seems a better choice to ensure the monotonicity with remaining capacity. The reason behind this is that there is difficulty in accurately identifying the peak position and peak intensity, which can be possibly submerged by measurement noise. The PPA is calculated by integrating the IC curves at certain data collection interval, and thus can effectively avoid the problem of the single-valued measurement.
III. HEALTH MONITORING METHOD A. ESTABLISHMENT OF THE ESTIMATION SYSTEM
Establishment of the estimation system to integrate the above three indicators is necessary because of the effects of each indicator to estimate SOH are different. For this purpose, a health monitoring method based on MIs is proposed to establish a comprehensive SOH estimator. The flowchart of the proposed method is plotted in Fig. 7 .
First, evaluation sets are defined as S = {V 1 , V 2 , V 3 }, which represent different degrees of capacity fading.
Then, three selected health indicators can be calculated and normalized after every electrical measurement of CC charging and first 120s dynamic load. The purpose of normalization is to eliminate the dimensional differences of each indicator. The formulas of normalization are as follow:
where x i is the value of the ith indicator, x i,max and x i,min are respectively the maximum and minimum value of the ith indicator, and x i is the normalization value of x i . Note that the formula of PPA is different from the other two indicators because of its decreasing trend with the capacity fading, as shown in Fig. 2c .
x i (i = 1, 2, 3) are used as input for respective membership function to generate fuzzy set Z 3×3 that can be considered to be an overall estimation of battery SOH.
Furthermore, the quantitative values α i (i = 1, 2, 3) of dispersion of three indicators are used to calculate the weight coefficients β i (i = 1, 2, 3) of each indicator by AHP, and details of calculation procedure are introduced in Section 3.3.
Finally, the comprehensive SOH can be outputted by the weighted average defuzzification, which contains the capacity fading information of three health indicators to eliminate the estimation dispersion of SI.
B. SELECTION OF MEMBERSHIP FUNCTION
Actually, the mathematical forms of the membership functions (MF) have a great impact on the accuracy of estimation results [43] . Because the MF can be considered to be a generalized fitting relation between remaining capacity and the health indicators. There are three typical shapes of the MF: linear type, conical type, bell-shaped type, which are displayed in Fig. 8 . It is obvious that the slope of the rising edge of membership function gets larger, the membership increases faster. Similarly, the slope of the falling edge gets smaller, the membership decreases faster. Therefore, the three MF are applicable to different situations. The linear type MF performs better in the situation that capacity fading has a linear relation with the indicator. The conical type and bell-shaped MF adapted to the situation that capacity fading rate gradually increases/decreases with indicator increases, respectively.
It is manifested from the Fig. 2 that the fitting relation between different health indicators and remaining capacity are not exactly the same. Thus, the mathematical forms of the MF should be determined according to the shapes of the fitting curves. In this paper, the concept of mixed membership function (MMF) is proposed to adapt to different health indicators. The conical type MF is applied for indicator ATR, the linear type for CSD, and the bell-shaped type for PPA.
C. CALCULATION OF INDICATOR WEIGHTS
The estimation effects of each health indicator are different, and even have time-varying characteristics. Therefore, applying different weight coefficients to different indicators and adjusting weight coefficients according to actual estimation dispersion of each indicator is necessary [44] . In this paper, AHP is introduced to calculate the weight coefficients, and the weight coefficients are recalculated after each electrical measurement of CC charging and first 120s dynamic load. Following are details about the calculation procedure.
Firstly, quantification of estimation dispersion. Take indicator ATR for instance, the relationship between remaining capacity and the normalization value of ATR is plotted in Fig. 9 . More exactly, assuming the normalization value of ATR is taken as x , then the value of remaining capacity in the fitting curves with minimum deviation and with confidence interval can be defined as C fit , C max and C min . The difference value between C max and C min is obviously affected by the estimation dispersion. Therefore, the quantization value α i of estimation dispersion of the ith health indicator can be defined by Eq. (10). A higher value of α i indicates a higher estimation dispersion.
Then, establishment of discriminant matrix D 3×3 . The element of the ith row and the jth column of D 3×3 is expressed as d ij , which represents the important degree of the ith health indicator compared with the jth indicator. According to the theory of AHP, the higher important degree of the indicator corresponds to the higher weight coefficient. In addition, the higher estimation dispersion of the indicator indicates the lower accuracy of SOH estimation. Therefore, α i can be acted as evidence of important scale of D 3×3 . The formula of d ij is:
where α i and α j are the quantization value of estimation dispersion of the ith and jth health indicator, respectively. Finally, calculation of eigenvector. According to AHP, the eigenvector corresponding to maximum eigenvalue of the discriminant matrix can reveal the importance order of each indicator. The indicator weights β i can be obtained by normalization of eigenvector. Actually, it is necessary to carry out the consistency check for the discriminant matrix. However, the important scale is based on α i , which means the consistency check is satisfied automatically. Because the indicator with larger α i has an inevitably smaller important degree in the discriminant matrix, which can be observed from Eq. (11).
D. COMPREHENSIVE SOH
The process of defuzzification is implemented by weighted average algorithm for the above-mentioned fuzzy set. The calculation formula is as follow.
where y j is the weighting estimation value of the jth column elements of fuzzy set, which corresponds to evaluation set V j , z ij is the element of the ith row and the jth column of fuzzy set. The comprehensive SOH value can be calculated by Eq. (13), which synthesizes the capacity fading information of all three evaluation set.
E. GENERALIZATION OF PROPOSED METHOD
Although the three selected indicators mainly aim at batteries applied in EVs, there is no such restriction on the proposed health monitoring method. The reason behind this is that the proposed method focuses primarily on using the information of dispersion to assign weights level to different health indicators, and reduce the influence of such indicators with high dispersion at the current estimation moment. Therefore, the key issue to apply the proposed method to other batteries operation conditions lies in that the selected indicators have certain applicability for corresponding application scenarios. In addition, the criteria mentioned in calculation process of indicators, such as the criteria of the first 120s load profile and the data collection interval of 3.65∼3.8V, is not mandatory, and should instead be developed according to the actual demand of EVs. Moreover, the number of health indicators can be selected freely according to the specific application condition. Generally, the greater the number of independent health indicators and the better its monotonicity with remaining capacity, the higher the estimation performance, especially the robustness. But the problems of computational complexity and storage resource will become more serious as the number of indicators increase. Thus the number of selected indicators should ultimately be determined by the balance between estimation performance and database size.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND VERIFICATION

A. EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORM AND PROCEDURES
The battery test platform is built to complete the related experiments as shown in Fig. 10 . The tested batteries are fixed on the clamping apparatus and placed together in the thermal chamber. A Neware BTS-4000 tester realizes the functions of charging/discharging, protection and signal acquisition. A computer is connected with the tester through data cable. The operation of data transfer, load mode editing and graphics output can be completed by the human-computer interface.
The sampling frequency of the tester can be set according to actual demand, up to 10 Hz. All experiments are conducted at 25 • C. The commercial cylindrical batteries with layered LiNi x Co y Mn 1-x-y O 2 (NCM) materials are selected to test due to relatively balanced performance between energy density and safety. The detailed specifications are listed in Table 1 . The RPT consists of a resistance test, a hybrid pulse test and three representative simulated driving schedule (SDS) tests. The three SDS consists of federal urban driving schedule (FUDS), inspection & maintenance driving schedule (IMDS) and dynamic stress test (DST), which refer to PNGV battery test manual and EPA dynamometer drive schedules [45] , [46] . Then it begins to enter the aging cycles. Single life cycle consists of two patterns: the main charging and the main discharging pattern. The charging pattern adopts a simple CC mode, and the discharging contains several discharge steps with the same current excitation, as shown in Fig. 12 . The design of discharge step refers to the life cycle test method of EV power batteries in [47] . Each step releases 2% of the nominal capacity of battery. After several cycles, SCT is executed to VOLUME 7, 2019 record the capacity attenuation. Once the capacity attenuation accumulates more than 3% when compared with the last RPT, another RPT will be completed to explore the changes of battery performance under the current aging degree. In this paper, total capacity attenuation by more than 25% of initial capacity is defined as the end of life (EOL).
B. VERIFICATION OF HEALTH INDICATORS
For three selected health indicators mentioned above, ATR and CSD are calculated through the first 120s load profile. However, the load profile is commonly fraught with uncertainty, which mainly depends on actual operating conditions of EVs. Three representative SDS are implemented to verify the consistency of ATR and CSD under the different load profile. The voltage and current waveforms of three SDS in first 120s are plotted in Fig. 13 . It is apparent that the waveform changes are different from one another. Table 2 and 3 give the verification results of ATR and CSD of battery # 3, respectively. The maximum deviation (MD) is defined in Eq. (14) , and the smaller the MD value, the better the consistency of the health indicator. where x 1 , x 2 and x 3 are the same indicator value calculated under different SDS, respectively. The results indicate the both selected indicators are basically at the same level under different schedules when the life cycles are the same. The MD values of ATR are less than 5%, and CSD less than 3%. It suggests that both indicators have sufficient reliability to represent attenuation degree of batteries even under different load profile.
C. VERIFICATION OF ESTIMATION RESULTS
By using the relationship between the remaining capacity and three selected indicators, the proposed health monitoring method can estimate SOH of batteries after every CC charging and first 120s load profile process. It is quite important to investigate the validity and robustness of the proposed method against all tested batteries. The estimation results for five tested batteries are shown in Fig. 14 . The actual value of remaining capacity has been calculated by Ah counting method. The first point to note is the same changing trend between the estimation value and actual value. Although the estimation value appears to increase instead of decrease in a very few cases, the estimation results still sustain a high accuracy and the relative error for all tested batteries are within 5% over the whole predefined life-span. In addition, it is apparent from the numeric results in the figures that the estimation errors have an obvious characteristic of randomness. Therefore, all these analyses clearly prove the fact that the proposed method is effective to characterize the capacity fading and exhibits good robustness and generalization performance.
To more clearly illustrate the performance of the proposed health monitoring method to eliminate the estimation dispersion of SI, the comparison results of estimation error between the proposed method and three SI-based methods are plotted in Fig. 15 , and the detailed numerical results are listed in Table 4 . The estimation values of SI-based methods have been obtained by the simple fitting relationship between remaining capacity and three selected health indicators.
It can be seen from the results of both average and maximum estimation error that the health monitoring method based on MIs exhibits better performance compared with the three SI-based methods. The average and maximum estimation errors of proposed method are respectively within 3% and 5% for all five tested batteries, and both of them reflect a noticeably stable trend, which is the goal wanted to achieve from a state estimation point of view. However, there exist the great differences of estimation error between the different tested batteries when the SI-based methods are applied. Some estimation results present intolerably serious error, for example, the maximum estimation error of battery # 2 even exceeds 10% when the ATR-based method is applied. But some estimation results are about the same as the MIs-based method, such as both average and maximum error of battery # 4. Actually this is due to the estimation dispersion of SI. When coupled with the information from both Fig. 2 and Fig. 14 , leads to the conclusion that the closer the fitting curve and the distribution of scatter points of health indicator are, the higher accuracy of the SI-based method can be acquired. Therefore, the SI-based methods are not always effective due to the inconsistency of batteries.
In addition, Fig. 16 describes the estimation error results of the proposed and other two commonly used MIs-based methods in the form of boxplot. The red lines inside the boxes represent the average errors of the certain battery, and two of dark red dashed lines are used to indicate the peak to peak errors based on different methods. It is apparent that the proposed method has smaller estimation error than others when the same health indicators are selected to estimate the remaining capacity, especially the peak to peak error. Compared with the empirical fitting and multidimensional look-up table, the total error of the proposed method maintains under 2.5%, while the peak to peak error has declined more than 3.0%. Furthermore, the distribution of error boxes indicates the proposed method displays better randomness of estimation error, and all five boxes which correspond specific battery are not located in the same side of zero demarcation line (red dashed lines). This result also reveals that the proposed method has better performance advantage for eliminating the estimation dispersion. The proposed method gives an effective solution of the problem because MIs and dispersion information of different health indicators are used in the estimation process, thus has a better reliability and stability.
V. LIMITATIONS
Despite having obvious advantages in terms of good estimation accuracy and robustness, the proposed method still has several limitations. First, prior information between remaining capacity and health indicators is necessary to make sure fuzzy procedure and weights calculation match the characteristics of batteries. This requires plenty of data accumulated from batteries attenuation experiments. If the proposed method is to be applied in BMS, it would be reasonable for the battery manufactures to establish the associated database and provide the statistical information. The second possible limitation is the demand for specific data collection interval to calculate the selected health indicators. The complete acquisition of selected indicators is the prerequisite for the effective implementation of the proposed health monitoring method. The batteries applied in EVs usually have a relatively dynamic load profile and wide range of depth of discharge (DOD), which makes the criteria of indicators calculation satisfy more easily. However, there still exists failure risk in SOH estimation process when batteries are not cycled in designated data collection interval or the data sampling frequency of the BMS can not meet the condition of 10 Hz. Therefore, the other health indicators may need to be taken as a temporarily alternative choice for higher reliability when the proposed method is adopted in BMS. Additionally, some environmental factors and load conditions have significant impacts on the battery characteristics, which might change applicability of the selected health indicators. This also will be the main content of the future research.
VI. CONCLUSION
The estimation dispersion of health indicators always makes it difficult for convenient and robust estimation of SOH. In this paper, a health monitoring method based on MIs is proposed to address this problem. Three health indicators which are extracted from the CC charging curve or the first 120s load profile are used to reduce the estimation dispersion of SI. Then, the concepts of MMF and AHP have been adopted to integrate the estimation effects and to determine the weight coefficients of different health indicators, respectively. After verification, the proposed method is able to predict the capacity fading accurately, and average estimation errors are within 3% over the whole life-span for five tested batteries. Moreover, error results of the proposed method demonstrate the effectiveness to reduce the influences of estimation dispersion through compared with SI-based and other MIs-based methods. In the future, the work will be focused on investigating the sensitivity of above-mentioned health indicators to the load conditions and environmental factors such as temperature and mechanical vibration.
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